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ABSTRACT: This report documents the findings of the 1990
Women In Agriculture survey and personal interviews that
were conducted during the summer of 1990. The overall
goal of the research project was to collect primary data
on women living on farms and ranches in South Dakota. The
specific objectives of the project were to determine if
there was a variation in participation based on the size
of the operation, age of the woman or stage in the
lifecycle, geographical location, types of production
enterprises and off-farm employment status of the women.
The final section of this report makes recommendations
for future study and summarizes the perceived needs of
farm and ranch women.
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WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE:
A SUMMARY OF THE 1990 RESEARCH PROJECT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXTENSION.
INTRODUCTION
American agriculture has become one of the most competitive industries
in the nation. Due to the nature of supply and demand for agricultural
products, producers are required to closely examine the costs of their inputs,
use effective marketing skills and closely plan their operation to reduce
costs and widen the margin. Producers have sought to improve their financial
status by changing the way they manage their operation or by making changes
within their family lives to live within the current farm income (farm is used
as a generic term referring to both farm and ranch operations).
Historically, farming has provided a "good" life for those who chose
agricultural production as a career. Farming and ranching provided not only a
steady income, but provided a way of life considered by many in society as one
of the best places to raise a family and to live. Producers were able to
provide for their families both financially and emotionally.
Farm management has become increasingly complex, due to changing
technology. Management choices include: seed variety, choice and use of
chemicals, machinery sizing and implement selection, marketing techniques and
monetary, factors such as debt load and selection of lenders. Farm families now
share day to day in the management of the operation. Farm women have become
more involved in areas of management that were formerly held by the primary
manager. These areas, may include marketing, book keeping, keeping livestock
and crop production records, financial analysis and decisions on cropping
patterns.
Despite the interest in the changing economic roles of women in the
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United States, relatively little is known about the contemporary farm woman
and her participation in agricultural production. (Ross, 1985). Godwin found
that three-fourths of today's externally employed farm women participate, in a
triad of roles: (a) paid employee off the farm, (b) farm producer, doing at
least one farm task regularly, and (c) household producer, caring for children
and home.
A review of literature indicated that women are currently more involved
in regular farm task participation and decision making and are choosing to
work off the farm more compared to ten years ago. The nvunbers of women working
off the farm has grown from 30 percent in 1981 (Rosenfeld and Jones) to
approximately 45 percent in 1989 (Janssen, etal.). A review of historical
literature indicated that women have always been involved in farm task
participation and decision making, there was a clearer division of labor in
the past than was indicated in current literature.
The overall goal of the 1990 research project was to gain a better
understanding of women living pn farms and ranches in South Dakota. The
primary objectives of the research project were to determine if a variation
existed among different geographic regions, types of enterprises produced,
business organization, off-farm employment status, and stage in the life
cycle. (A description of each of these categories is included in the second
section of this report.)
This report is divided into two primary sections. The first section
summarizes the survey data collected and the personal interview responses.
Included in this section is an analyzation of the results based on the key
independent variables and a summary of perceived "barriers to participation".
The second section analyzes the results and recommends programming to meet the
needs of rural women.
SECTION ONE: RESEARCH RESULTS
An overview of the responses to the 1990 South Dakota Farm Woman's
Survey and specific characteristics of the respondents are examined in this
section. First, this section will provide demographic information of those
individuals responding to the survey are provided. Secondly, it will examine
the relationship between participation in farm related tasks and decisions
based on the woman's age, geographic location, primary production enterprises
produced on the operation, business organization, and size of the operation.
The last portion will summarize perceived barriers to participation in farm
tasks and decision making.
The source of information for the analysis was the 1990 South Dakota
State University Farm Woman Survey. The survey was mailed to 1,000 women
during the summer of 1990. There were 314 (31 percent) surveys returned, and
of that number 287 (29 percent) were acceptable for use in the analysis. The
analysis in this section is based on those responses.
General Characteristics of Women On Farms and Ranches
The goal of this section is to describe the women, the farm operation
they live on, their role in decision making and farm tasks, and off-farm
employment. This section reports the responses of those women answering the
question and the percentage of respondents performing various tasks. The
frequencies that are reported in this section reflect only those individuals
that responded to the question. Some women felt that the questions were "too
personal" in nature and chose not to answer the question. Where applicable,
the percentage of those individuals not responding to the question will be
noted.
General Characteristics
The general characteristics of women living on farms and ranches In
South Dakota Is summarized in Table 1. The women responding to the survey
averaged 49 years of age. The majority of the women had a high school
education, grew up on a farm and most of the operations had been in the family
between 26 and 40 years.
In addition to those characteristics, approximately 96.5 percent of the
respondents indicated they were married; 2.8 percent were widowed and 0.6
percent were either divorced, separated or had never married.
When asked if they considered themselves to be a main operator in the
operation (main operator was defined as the person that makes day-to-day
decisions about running the whole operation), 4.4 percent said they considered
themselves to be the main operator. The majority of the respondents, 68.7
percent, felt that they were a joint operator in the operation. Approximately
18.9 percent of the respondents felt that they were a farm wife with no input
into farm decisions.
The survey asked how many years the respondent had been living and/or
working oh a farm or ranch. The responses ranged from 2 to 72 years.
Approximately, 24 percent of the respondents had either "lived or worked" for
25 or less years on a farm or ranch, 53 percent between 26 and 50 years, and
23 percent had "lived or worked" longer than 51 years on a farm or ranch.
The respondents were asked how many of their children were currently
involved in managing the farm or ranch operation. The majority of the
respondents said that none of their children were involved in the operation
(59.3 percent). This was followed by 26.3 percent that said one of their
children participated, 10.4 percent had two children participating and the
Table ".1 General Characteristics of South Dakota Women in
percentages*.
rhararteristic
Total Respondents
Age (years)
Youngest
Oldest
Mean
Response
287
Age (%)
20-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
51-60 years
61-72 years
Education (%)
l-8th grade
9-llth grade
12th or H.S. equivalent
Vocational School
Some College
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Professional Degree
Where They Grew Up: (%)
Ranch
Farm
Rural Community
Farm/Ranch
Other
Years Operation Has Been in Family: (%)
Less than 15 years
16-25 years
26-40 years
41-55 years
56-70 years
71-85 years
86-116 years
Employed Off-farm:
Yes
No
20
72
48.85
4.9%
23.2%
23.8%
30.2%
17.9%
2.4%
1.8%
33.9%
10.5%
32.5%
14.4%
2.4%
2.1%
9.4%
54.4%
18.8%
5.2%
12.2%
10.5%
13.8
24.0%
18.0%
12.4%
12.3%
9.0%
49.5%
50.5%
SSSsTKV. r£S'£ •.
one to two percent of the respondents did not answer the ques^io
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balance (4.1 percent) had more than two children participating in the
management of the operation.
The respondents stated that the farm or ranch operation had been "in the
family" from 2 to 116 years. The largest category (5.6 percent) was for 18
years. Approximately 4 percent of the responses stated the operation had been
in the family either 30, 40, 50, 60 or 70 years.
Farm and Ranch Characteristics
Individuals were asked to provide general information about the farm or
ranch they are currently involved in. They were also asked about
landownership, types of enterprises produced and marketed, and business
organization.
Respondents were asked how many acres were leased, rented or titled in
their name alone, with another individual or did not have their name on the
lease or title. Approximately 17 percent of the respondents said that the land
was owned in their name only and the number of acres ranged from 40 to 6400
acres. Approximately. 20 percent said that the land was owned by their husband.
The largest percentage fell into the category of "owned in both our names"
with 60 percent responding in this category. When asked if the title was in
the respondent's name along with someone else, 7 percent responded.
Approximately 6 percent said that the title was not in their name.
Respondents were asked about those acres that were rented or leased from
another individual and whether or not the lease or rental agreement was in
their name. Approximately 3.5 percent of the respondents said that the
agreement was "solely in their name" and the number of acres in that agreement
ranged from 2 to 10,300 acres. The majority of the respondents said that the
agreement was in only their husband's name (22 percent), 20 percent of the
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respondents said that the agreement was in both their name-and their husband's
and 5 percent said that the agreement,did not have their name on the title.
The balance of the respondents indicated it was in their name and someone else
other than their spouse.
The respondents were then questioned about the types of crops and
livestock produced on their operation. They were asked to report the number of
acres of crops and nximber of animal units that were produced and marketed.
They were also asked to designate the amount of their total gross income
derived from producing either crops or livestock. Approximately 12.5 percent
said they received none of their gross income from crops. This is due to
operations that defined themselves as primarily livestock producing and the
crops that are grown are fed entirely to the livestock. Approximately 12
percent of the respondents said that 50 percent of their income was derived
from crop production. The balance of the respondents indicated a ranged from
one, or a small portion of gross income is derived from crop production, to
ICQ percent, where all of the gross income is derived from crop production.
The responses to the amount of gross income derived from livestock
production ranged from zero to 100 percent. A response of zero percent
indicated that none of their gross farm income was derived from livestock and
a response of 100 percent meant that all of their income is derived from
livestock production. The largest percentage (12.5 percent) of the respondents
stated they received none of their gross income from livestock production. The
second largest percentage was 10.8 percent where the respondents said that 60
percent of their income is derived from livestock production.
The respondents were also asked about the distance, one way, to a town
of greater than 2,000 people. It was felt that a town of this size would
provide the farm and family with at least a few services and opportunities for
off-farm employment. Table 2 summarizes the responses to the distance to town.
Table 2 Responses to distance to a town of greater than
2,000 people in percentages.
Distance Percentage
10 miles or less 16
11 to 20 miles 18
21 to 30 miles 20
31 to 40 miles 13
41 to 50 miles 13
51 to 70 miles 11
Greater than 70 miles 9
The respondents were asked about the number of generations currently
working on the operation and who made the majority of the decisions. The
majority (54.6 percent) of the respondents stated that there was only one
generation living on the farm. This was followed by two generations, with 39.2
percent, and 6.2 percent had three generations living on the operation. The
majority of the decisions were made by the respondent's generation, 92
percent. This was followed by 4.6 percent that said the decisions were made by
the subsequent generation and the balance reported that the decisions were
made by the previous generation.
The respondents were asked about their farm's type of business
organization. This question did not ask whether or not it was a legal
arrangement, but only their perception of the organization. The majority of
the respondents, 67.9 percent, stated that the business was a single
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proprietorship. This was followed by 23.2 percent responding that the farm was
a partnership, 7.5 percent stated it was a family held corporation, and the
balance (1.4 percent) indicated they were either unsure of the business
organization or the organization fell into a different category.
Farm Task Participation and Farm Decision Making
Respondents were asked questions about their role in the operation, in
labor participation and decision making. Table 3 summarizes the responses of
the individuals in each category in the area of labor participation. The
categories were divided by whether the duty was done regularly, occasionally,
or never by the respondent or whether the task was not done on the operation.
Table 4 summarizes the responses of who makes the final decision on the
operation. The categories were divided by whether the respondent usually makes
the final decision, someone else makes the decision, the decision is a joint
decision or the respondent did not know who made the final decision.
When regular and occasional duties are combined, women participate more
in support related and livestock related tasks compared to crop related tasks.
The respondents indicated that they are heavily involved in "doing household
tasks and paying household bills", "doing yard and garden work", ' caring for
children", "running farm errands" and ."farm book keeping".
Women are heavily involved in management as evidenced by percentage
responding for joint decision. This is particularly evident in those decisions
that involve a change in the operation such as purchasing or renting land, the
future plans for the operation, allocation of money to the farm or family, and
when to retire from farming.
The respondents were asked about who, outside of the family, helped make
decisions concerning the operation. Approximately 31 percent of the
Table 3. Farm task participation in percentages.
Type of Farm Task Regular Occasional^
disking, etc
Annlvinq chemicals
lakin eauipment repairs
ield work w/o machinery
Harvesting crops
Caring for farm animals
Feeding livestock
Milking dairy cows
Animal health care
Animal husbandr
Running farm errands
Marketing farm products
Farm book keeping
Paying household bills
Supervising family labor
Supervising hired labor
Doing household tasks
Caring for a garden
Doing yard work
Caring for children
Working in an in-home bus.
In-home farm business
Making household repairs
Source: South Dakota farm Woman Survsy ^
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Never Not Done
Table 4. Who makes the final decision in percentages.
Decision
Whether to buy or sell land .
1
1.4 11.6 84.2 2.8
Whether to rent/lease land 1.1 18.5
79.0 1.4
Riiv maior farm eauipment 1.1 26.8
70.0 2.1
Rent/lease farm eauioment 1.4 33.0 59.1
6.5
Produce a new enterprise 1.1 33.9
61.3 3.6
When to sell products 1.8 48.0
48.0 2.2
Try a new production practice 1.1 44.9 48.5
5.5
Respondent takes off-farm job 28.7 4.0 58.8
8.5
When farm bills are paid 33.7 21.4
44.9 0
When to retire from farming 4.3 12.5
72.9 10.4
Future plans for operation 3.2 14.6
79.4 2.8
Improve farming practices 4.6 29.5 59.4
6.4
When family bills are paid 56.0 5.3
38.7 0
Purchase household appliances 28.1 1.8 70.1
0
When to make household repairs 30.4 5.4 64.3
0
Improve house vs. business 9.0 7.2 81.0
2.9
Allocate money to family 21.0 8.2 70.5
.4
Whether to borrow money
tarm Unman MJ
3.3
rvev. 1'
17.0 1 77.9
)90
1.8
1 • i usually make the decision
2 - Someone else makes the decision
3 « Joint Decision
4 - Don't Know
11
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respondents said that someone else helped make some of the decisions and 68
percent said that no one else helped make decisions. When asked who provided
assistance when decisions were made, the majority responded that it was a male
relative.
The respondents were asked about the future of the operation should
something happen to either their husband or themselves. Approximately 46
percent said that they could probably run the operation should something
happen to their husbands and 43 percent said they could probably not run the
operation.
When asked about the future of the operation if something should happen
to the respondent, approximately 59 percent said the operation would
definitely continue, 29 percent said it would probably continue, 5 percent
said they didn't know about the future, and 6 percent said that it would not
continue without their participation.
The respondents were asked about their perception of their role in the
operation. The question was phrased such that each subsequent category built
upon all the preceding categories. For instance, if a respondent said phrase
five best described their role, then phrases one through four also described
the role. The largest portion of the respondents said that their role was that
of "A woman who shares equal work, responsibilities, or decision making on all
aspects of the farm operation" (30.6 percent). The second largest category was
the role "A woman whose main responsibilities are book keeping, information
gathering, and financial decision making, but whose husband is the primary
operator" (29.9 percent). Approximately 18 percent of the respondents said
their role was that of "A women whose main farm activities involve running
errands and traditional house making chores". Approximately 1.8 percent of the
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respondents said that their role was "A woman who manages the farm largely by
herself".
Respondents were asked about the level of responsibility and the
constraints that inhibit their participation in the operation. Approximately,
80.9 percent stated that they had the "right amount" of responsibility for
their operation, 9.4 percent stated that they had too little responsibility,
and 4 percent stated that they had too much responsibility. The respondents
were asked what constrained their participation in the operation. The largest
constraint was "family preference" (19.6 percent), this was followed by
"physical limitations" (19.3 percent), "experience" (15.2 percent), "small
children" (12.6 percent), "off-farm employment" (9.8 percent) and "size of
operation" (5.9 percent).
Off-Farm Employment
Respondents were asked questions about off-farm employment, time
adjustment's due to off-farm employment and reasons why they chose to work off
the farm. Approximately 49.5 percent of the women responding said they were
currently working off the farm and 71.9 percent of the respondents stated that
they had held a job for pay off the farm sometime in their life. The average
salary earned by respondents currently working off the farm was 10,156
dollars. The salaries earned in 1989 ranged from 300 to 42,000 dollars.
The respondents were also asked about the time adjustments and reasons
for seeking employment off the farm. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the time
adjustments and reasons for seeking off-farm employment. The greatest decrease
in time, after becoming employed off the farm, occurs in time for self. "Being
with spouse", "doing housework", and "spending time with children" only
slightly decreased after becoming employed off-farm.
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Table 5 Time adjustments after becoming employed off the farm
in percentages
Slightly Greatly Stayed
The Same
Being with spouse. 42.2
27.7
-
30.1
Doing community and volunteer,
acti vi ti es.
31.3 36.8 31.9
Doing farm/ranch labor. 39.1 32.9
28.0
Doing housework. 45.6
16.9 37.5
Spending time with children. 42.0 19.6
38.5
Doing book work for farm. 20.9 17.1
62.0 .
Time for myself. 26.5
53.1 20.4
Caring for children. 41.6
13.1 45.3
Source: South Dakota harm woman Survey, 1990
' Totals represent only those individuals responding to the question.
Table 6 Reasons for having an off-farm job in
individuals responding .
numbers of
Rpason
Number of
Responses
Provide basic family necessities. 63
Having greater financial security. 39
Vooninn iin and usino mv skills. 47
arrnmnli<;hina something important to me. 42
Meeting basic farm expenses.
27
To have money for myself. 47
Working with other people. j 35
Get out of house, see people. 47
Need the money.
61
^The total number of individuals responding to each reason ranged from
137-156.
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When questioned about the reasons for having off-farm employment the
greatest reasons was to "provide for family necessities" and because "they
need the money". Other reasons for off-farm employment were for more personal
satisfaction such as "accomplishing something Important to me", "to have money
for myself", and "to get out of the house, and see people".
If the respondents were currently not working off the farm, they were
asked If they planned to start looking for a job during the next year. The
majority of the respondents stated that they were currently not seeking
employment off the farm (94.7 percent) and the balance (5.3 percent) stated
that they Intended to begin seeking employment during the next 12 months. The
respondents were also asked If their husbands were employed off the farm.
Approximately 38 percent stated that their husbands were employed off the
farm.
Legal Arrangements For The Operation
The respondents were also questioned about the legal arrangement for the
farm operation. Approximately 81.2 percent stated that their operation was not
under a formal partnership or corporation. Of the percentage of farms
reporting It was under a legal arrangement, approximately 65.3 percent stated
It was a partnership and 34.7 percent stated It was a family corporation. In
the majority of the partnerships (69.7 percent), the respondent owned 50
^^percent of the operation. Approximately 6 percent of all respondents said they
owned 90 percent or greater of the operation.
Success
The last section of the survey asked general questions about the success
of the operation and the forces that limit participation on the farm. When
asked If they perceived the operation as being successful (successful was
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defined as the quality of life is adequate, the farm provides a "good" income,
etc.). 83.8 percent of the respondents said it was successful.
Participation/Decision Making As Affected Bv Selected Variables
This portion of the report examines the responses to farm task and
decision making based on age, geographic location, primary enterprises,
business organization and size of the operation. This section examines the
responses based the identified key independent variables.
The responses were based only on those individuals that responded to the
independent variable. For example, if a respondent did not respond to the
question about the county their farm resides in, then their responses to farm
task participation and decision making based on geographic area was not
included in the analysis. This holds true for each of the other key
independent variables.
The responses have been compiled into tables and grouped into
participation in farm task and decision making for each key independent
variable. This section presents the tables and explains how the independent
and dependent variables were grouped to meet the objectives of the research.
Respondents were given four choices in the each of the two categories
(farm task participation and decision making). In farm task participation they
were asked to indicate whether the duty was a regular duty, an occasional
duty, they never perform the duty or that the duty was not done on their
operation. In decision making they were asked to indicate who makes the final
decision. The choices available for this question were: I usually make the
decision, someone else makes the decision, the decision is a joint decision,
or they don't know who makes the final decision.
Farm task participation was grouped into three categories: crop
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production related tasks, livestock production related tasks and farm
supporting tasks.
Decision making pertains directly to the farm operation. These include
buying, selling, renting or leasing land, purchasing farm equipment and
inputs, when farm bills are paid, borrowing money, etc.
Each of the following tables are grouped into farm task participation
and decision by each of the independent variables. An explanation of how each
of the independent variables was chosen is included in this section.
Tables 7 and 8, summarize the farm task participation and decision
making style, based on the type of business organization. Respondents were
given a choice of four types of farm business organizations. They were: sole
proprietor, partnership, family corporation and other. Respondents were asked
to choose which best described their operation. Based on their choice, a two-
way table was developed to group the respondents.
Survey respondents were asked to classify their operations, which may
have led to a bias, i.e. a woman may believe she is a full partner in the
operation but it may be organized as a sole proprietorship. Generally, the
differences between each of the business organization is the number of people
involved in either decision making or farm task participation.
When regular duty and occasional duty are combined, crop related tasks
show mixed results. Participation in field work with machinery was stable
among each of the types of business organizations yet there was a decrease in
field work without machinery across business organizations. This may be due to
increased mechanization as business organization increases.
The majority of the livestock related tasks showed a lower level in
participation in a partnership compared to a single proprietorship or family
18
Table 7 0„ E.r. t..k b.s.d on oyp. of bo.lnoo. orfonloocfon, In p.ro.nt.g.o.
ROlt
.1. Plowing, dioking, eultivot
2. AcQlYino crop eheeieilo
3. Koking fini equips'
repoirt
4. field work without —chinery
S. Horveoting, including triek
driving
vMtoek
9 Anial hulth carc, includ-
10. Caring for aniaali during
11:
12. Warkating
13. iookkaaping, aaintaining
14. Smarviiing hirad_lifaer
Ir,;;; is ..... —i-
1 • (agular duty
2 • oecaaional duty
3 • Navar dona
4 • Mot dona on tha oparatlon
Iyp« of Suiineii Orgoniiotion Corporate
Sinalc
Table 8 Decision ..aking etyle based on type of business organization, in percentages.
Decision
1. iuy or tell land
2. »ent/leaaa aere or leas land
3. Buy aaior fans .Mjiimnt
4. Rent/lease e<aiii*nt
6. Idian to sell
new eroduetion practice
Futuraa ocorat
infor
10. iorroM
Single
Type of iuainass Organitation
P£rtnershi£_
Ion thcaa individuals responding to tha »iaetifln
1 • I usually aaka tha dKlsion
2 • Scanona else gakas the decision
3 • Joint dscisicn
4 • Don't knoH
Corgorite
rp ion. Milking dairy cows was the only livestock related task that
higher percentage participation compared to asingle proprietorship
and family corporation. This may he due to the labor requirements of livestock
g different business organizations. In support related tasks, women
participate at the same rate in each of the categories when regular and
occasional duties are combined.
women ere highly Involved In Joint declelon making among each of the
typee Of hualneas organizations. Up to five peroent of the women Indicated
that they make the decisions solelv in t-v, j nolely in the single proprietorship organization
This may he due to the number of women who are currently managing the
operation after the death of their spouse either for themselves or until
another family member can return to the farm.
9 and Table 10, respectively, summarize the farm task
participation and decision making style based on off ^5 yi-e, eased on off-farm employment status.
Those responding "not employed" are rnr-T-oTH-iP oyea are currently not employed off the farm. Those
responding "employed" are currently employed off the farm.
In general, there Is a shifting from participation In tasks from a
regular duty to an occasional duty In anumber of the categories when
employment status Is compared. This was expected due to the time constraints
placed on the woman.
Off-farm employment does not preclude participation in farm related
eesks. The woman Is still highly Involved In all areas of farm related tasks.
In four of the livestock related tasks (*6, 7, 9, and 10), Increases In
participation were found when regular and occasional duties are combined. This
nay be due In part to the types of enterprises on the operation or the
family's perception of her off-farm job. The family may perceive the
Table 9 Farm cask parclclpacion based on off-farm employmenc status, in percentages.
Off-farm Employment Status —
Hot Employed Fmnloved
1. Plouing, diaking, eultivat- 17 23 48 10 10 31
45 13
7 spniying crop chaeieala 3 12 70 15 2 7 72
20
3. Making fare aquipaant 3 27 60 10 3
29 57 11
17 49 18 17 14 46
24 16
5. HaPvMting, including truck 28 41 25 7 19
49 22 io'
6. Taking care of fam anigali 37 42 13 8
40 44 13 3
23 41 22 12 34 44
18 4
11 4 23 60 7 4 21
67
9. AniHBl haalth care, includ- 25 33 27 15 27
36 30 7
10. Caring for aoiiaala during
pigging, laaming, etc.
34 23 20 21 30 39 22
8
71 23 4 3 49 50 0
1
13 44 30 13 1 9 26 46 19
13. iookkaaping, aaintaining 72 16 9
4 1 64 23 9 4
1 14. Siverviaing hirad labor 29 30 26 1 « 25 1 32 1 >0
ParcentifM ira
1 > Xtgular duty
2 • Oceational duty
3 « Navar dona
4 • Sot dona on the oparation
baaed on those individuals responding to the question.
Table 10 Decision making style baaed on off-farm employment status, in percentages.
Off-farm Employment Status
12 3 4 1 2 3 4
1. Buy or sel I land 2 12 85 2
1 15 81 4
2 19 79 1 1 22 75 2
2 26 70 2 1 29 68 3
4. Bant/laaaa aquipaant 3 29 59 9 1 36
57 6
1 32 64 . 2 37 57 . 4
6. yhan to aall producta 3 45 50 2 . 54
42 3
2 49 47 3 1 48 44 . 7
4 11 83 3 . 4 19 75 3
9. Seek na« inforaation 29 64 5 '•
33 53 8
14 79 1 . 22 74 2 1
1 • I laually eake the decision
2 • Soeacna alsa eakas the daeiaion
3 • Joint dcciaion
4 « Don't knou
20
21
employment as a "luxury" and thus may Insist that she participate, at least in
part, in more farm related tasks.
There is a decrease in combined participation in marketing products and
supervising hired labor. This, again, may be due to the time required to
perform each of these tasks. Farm record keeping becomes more of an occasional
duty for employed women compared to not employed women.
Joint decision making is high for women whether they are employed off
the farm or not employed off the farm. Decision making patterns are often
established early in a relationship and the woman may be consulted in much the
same fashion after she becomes employed off the farm.
There is an increase in the nxamber of women indicating the "someone
else" makes the decision in "when to sell products", "future plans for the
operation" and "borrowing money". Instead of the decision being a joint
decision, the farm woman may be suggesting that her husband makes the decision
and she is less involved in those areas of decision making.
Tables 11 and 12, respectively, summarize the farm tasks participation
and decision making style based on geographic region. The geographic region
for this study was defined similar to an earlier study done by Janssen, et al,
1990. The Janssen study defined geographic region based on total number of
acres operated and the percentage of total acres devoted to crop production.
In eastern South Dakota the average farm size is 820 acres with 63 percent of
total acres devoted to cropland. In central South Dakota the average farm size
is 2225 acres with 40 percent of total acres devoted to cropland. In western
South Dakota the average farm size is 3,121 acres with 19 percent of total
acres devoted to cropland. Based on these assumptions, the state was divided
into three sections as seen in Figure 1.
Table 11 Farm task participation based on geographic® region, in percentages.
1. Plowing, disking
culti
cheiaicala
3. Making farm equipment
repat rs
4. field work without machinery
5. Harvesting, inclining truck
driving
6. Taking care of farw aniMli
vastock
Supervi
Central
Geographic Region
East
on tho.; inclivics^ls respondi^ to th. <a-.tion.
resicno U on tot.l .cr« p.rc«,t of tot.L .cr« in cropi.-. <Soe -.or. „
1 • Rogultr duty
2 • Occuionil (kjty
3 » dever done
4 • dot doot on the operation
T.bl. 12 D.cl.ton ~"»S ">'• P""""'"
Decision
1. Buy or sell land
2. B»nt/l««»e nore or lesi lend
3. Buy eeior fira equipment
4. Bent/ieeee cquiptnt
5. p-~*«-e new crop/liveetocli
6. uhen to eeli procfacti
Futuret
lorrou
•oeogreFdiic region i. beeed on tot.l .ore. end percent of total -re. in croplend. (See Figu
1 « I uujally •ede the deci.ion
2 • Soaeone elte •ekee the decition
3 a Joint deeieion
4 a Don't know
Central
Ceogrephic Begion
East
22
west
uest
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1 ®^gT*phic regions* of South Dekot*
Western Cencrel
. - Major region, at. basod on av.rag.4 far. .l« "d croplimd acre.
In Eastern South Dakota the average fam size is 820 acres witn
percent of the total acres in cropland. . ^ ,925 acres with 40
In Central South Dakota the average fam size is 2225 acres witn
percent of the total acres in cropland. --res with 19
In Western South Dakota the average fam size is 3121 acres witn
percent of the total acres in cropland.
This information was obtained from Janssen, etal., 1989.
Tables 11 and 12 reflect the dlfferencea In the types of fan. found in
uth Dakota. The respondents residing in western South Dakota, which is
predominantly livestock oriented,. participate in a larger percentage of the
livestock related tasks when regular and occasional duties are combined. Women
residing in eastern South Dakota participated more in field work without
machinery compared to women both in central and western region. This may be
to crops grown predominantly in the east, such as soybeans, which require
more hand weeding compared to siiill' grains or corn.
participate more in .supervising hired labor-when regular and occasional duties are combined, compared to the other two
categories. This may be due to the large ranches in the west and the amount of
hired labor compared to east and central areas.
The decision making patterns based on geographic location is highly a
Joint decision in each category. Women living in eastern South Dakota
participate more in Joint decision making in the crop related decisions
compared to west and central. This is due to the percentage of total land that
is tilled compared to central and western South Dakota. This may be contrasted
to the level of participatlbn in livestock related decision being dominated by
western women compared to east and central. Women living in Western South
Dakota responded that they usually made the decision more often than women
living in eastern or central South Dakota.
There appears to be some variation in farm task participation and
decision making based on geographic location. This may he due to the
enterprise mixtures found across the state and the types of labor required to
by those enterprises.
Tables 13 and 14, respectively, summarize farm task participation and
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decision making style based on crop and livestock enterprise mixture. Crop and
livestock enterprise mixtures were defined by the percentage of gross farm
income derived from each of the enterprises. Respondents that stated that they
derived 50 percent or greater (see table definition) of their gross farm
income from crop production were defined as a crop operation. If respondents
stated that they derived greater than 50 percent of their gross farm income
from livestock, they were defined as a livestock operation. If respondents
stated that they received 50 percent of their gross farm income from crops and
50 percent from livestock they were defined as a crop and livestock
enterprise. Those respondents that did not define the amount of gross farm
income derived from each of the enterprises or indicated that the percentage
of their gross farm income was less than 50 percent were riot included in the
analysis.
Participation in farms tasks appears to be similar when participation is
divided into crop and livestock operations and when regular and occasional
duties are combined. Women continue to be more involved in livestock related
tasks but their participation in crop related activities is similar when crop
and livestock are compared.
In the mixed operations, women participate more in milking cows and
supervising hired labor, compared to the other two categories. This may be due
to a division of labor on operations where crops and livestock are produced.
The women may be responsible for helping with livestock tasks, especially
during busy times such as harvest and planting.
Women participate highly in joint decision making in each of the tjrpes
of operations. Those individuals that indicated their operation was a mixture
of crops and livestock indicated that "someone else" makes the decision a
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Table ; 13 On-fara task, particpatlon based on crop and livestock enterprise mixture', in percentages.
Livestock
Crooa t livestock
Crop/Livestock Enterprise Mixture
Crocs
1. Plowing, disking,
cultivating or ptantina
a 33 58 0 19 24 48 9 .15
31 43 10
0 17 83 0 4 7 80 9
4 12 63 21
3. Making fans equipaent 0 33 67 0 . 0 29
62 10 3 31 53 12
l. Piald work without lachinery 17 42 42 0 15 53 15
17 10 . 44 24 13
5. Harvesting, including truck a 50 42 0 31 33
31 6 25 46 20 9
46 30 15 0 26 43 17 15 45
49 5 1
31 54 15 0 14 35 31 20
36 50 12 2
a 17 17 50 2 2 27 69
12 3 15 70
9. Anisal health care, 31 31 23 15
17 25 30 21 36 43 15 6
10. Caring for anisals during 31 15 31 23 10 28
20 26 43 37 12 9
77 23 0 0 1 63 31 2 4 68 31 1 0
0 42 58 0 1 a 43 36 13 10 41 36 12
13. Dookkaaping, aaintaining 69 31 0 0 1 70 15 11. 4 75 17 6 2
14. SuDervising hired labor . 17 17 33 33 1 10 35 25 29 1 12 31 26 31
source: so rene muki euiwr,
PerccntagM ere bued on those individuels responding to the question,
•see Teble U footnote (e) for crop/livestock enterprise eixture.
1 • Regular duty .3 • haver done
2 • Occasional duty 4 • Not dona on the cparaticn
Table 14 Decision making style based on crop and livestpck enterprise mixture*, in percentages.
Decision Crocs t Livestock
Crop/Livestock Enterprise
Crocs - Livestock
1. Buy or sell land 0 23 77 0 2 5 93 0 1 9 07 3
2. Rent/lease aore or less land 0 31 69 0 2 11 07 0 0 10 01 1
3. Buy aejor fara equipnent 0 67 33 0 2 17 01 0 0 23 75 2
4. Rent/lease equipment 0 67 33 0 2 26 70 2 1 32 60 7
5. Produce neu crop/livestock 0 54 46 0 0 36 62 2 0 30 68 2
6. When to sell products 0 83 17 0 2 40 50 0 1 46 51 2
7. Try neu production practice 0 67 33 0 2 42 54 2 0 46 40 6
0. Futures plans for operation 0 23 77 0 0 17 01 2 1 3 0 09 1
9. Seek neu infonsation 0 46 46 0 2 30 67 2 14 29 61 6
10. Borrou snney' 0 33 67 0 2 17 01 0 1 4 16 79 2
Source: SD Fare Ucaan Surve^
Parcentagas arc based on those individuals responding to the ^jastion.
*Crop/livestock enterprise aixtura is based on percent of gross far* incoae derived froa production.
Livestock • SO parcant or greater of gross fans incoae is derived froa.livestock production
Crops • SO percent or greater of groas fara incoae is derived froa crop production
Crops t livestock • 50 percent is dsrivod froa crops and SO percent is derived froa livestock
. 1 • I usually aake the decsion
2 • Soaeone else aakes the decision
3 • Joint decision
4 • Don't know
greater percent of the time compared to the other two categories. This may be
due to the complexity of managing an operation with several enterprises and a
greater need for a assistance with marketing, feed formulation, etc.
Tables 15 and 16, summarlre the farm task participation and decision
making style based on stage In the life cycle. For the purpose of this study,
the stage In the life cycle Is defined by the age of the last child. According
to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau Of The Census, the average age of
the mother Is 28 years of age .d.en the last child Is bom. The woman Is 34
years of age when the last child starts to school full time. It was felt that
when the last child entered school the woman's time requirement In the home
would be reduced, affording greater time to participate In farm related
activities. The youngest woman In the survey was 20 years of age, thus, the
period between 20 and 34, Inclusive, Is termed the early years of the life
cycle.
The middle years of the life cycle are defined between the ages of 35
and 55. At 55 years of age, the lest child Is old enough to assume, or at
least partially assume responsibility for farm tasks and management decisions.
This Is based on the age of the child and assumes the child attends college.
The later years of the life cycle are defined as 55 years of age and
older. During this stage, participation In farm related tasks and decision
making are being relinquished to the next generation.
When regular duty and occasional duty are combined, the livestock
related duties (#6-10) show a decrease as one moves across the table.
Participation In llvestock-related tasks Is highest In the early stages end at
it lowest in the later stages of the lifecvrlo -ns^
iirecycle. This may in part be due not to
®g®i but to increased capitalization anrf ^ ,F aj-ization and mechanization of the operation over
Table 15 On-fara task participation based on stage In life-cycle*, In percentages.
Role Early
• Stage in Life Cycle
• Middle late
28
1. Plowing, disking, cultivat
ing or planting
15 26 47 12 17 32 40 10 15 19 55 12
2. Applying crop cheaicals 6 9 69 17 2 10 71 16 3 12 67 18
3. Making fare equipaent
repairs
6 26 66 3 2 37 51 10 6 23 58 13
4. Field work without sachinery 11 46 26 17 19 52 15 15 14 36 34 16
5. Harvesting, including truck
driving
17 54 23 6 29 46 16 9 22 38 32 7
60 40 0 0
-
44 43 9 4 32 42 18 9
54 43 3 0 34 43 16 6 24 37 26 13
B. Milking dairy cows 15 3 18 64 7 7 13 72 10 2 34 54
9. Aniaal health care, includ
ing vaccinating, etc.
49 43 9 0 36 34 21 9 17 31 35 17
10. Caring for aniaals during
pigging, Issbing, etc.
49 40 9 3 39 31 17 13 27 27 27 18
SO 20 0 0 66 34 1 0 57 36 3 4
12. Marketing products 20 23 43 14 12 45 33 10 .6 35 42 16
13. iookkaaping, aaintsinini] 94 6 0 0 1 67 20 9 4 69 18 10 2
14. Supervising hired labor 2 37 23 34 1 8 32 28 33 13 21 35 31
Percentagee are basad on thosa individuala retponding to the question.
*Saa Table 16 footnote (a) for stage in life-cycle definition.
1 • Regular duty
2 • Occaaional duty
3 a Never done
6 • Not dona on the operation
Table .16 Decision making style based on stage In life-cycle*, In percentages.
Early
Stage in Life Cycle
Middle
1. Buy or sell land : 0 14 83 3 14 82 3 2 9 87 2
2 Rent/lease ware or less land 0 18 82 0
1 19 78 2 2 18 79 2
3. Buy sajor fare equipaent 0 11 89 0
1 33 64 2 2 25 70 2
4. Rent/lease equipaent 3 17 71
9 1 36 59 4 2 34
56 8
5. Prcwkjce new crop/livestock 0 23 74 3 1
30 66 2 2 41 52 5
6. yhfifi to soil prci^jcts 0 40 57 3
2 48 47 2 2 50 47 2
7. Try now prtt^jctlcn prsctic# 0 40 57 3
0 U SO 6 3 47 44 6
6. Futuros plans for operation 3 11 86
0 2 15 80 3 4 16 77
9. Saalc new Inforvation 1 11 14
69 6 1 4 28 62 6 3 35 54
10. Borrow •onay
17
source: su ror« ii»ii aurv-y, __,i_
Parcantagaa are based on those individuals responding to the question.
*Staga in life-cycle is defined by age of the respondent:
Early • <3S years of age
Middle « 3S-SS years of sga
Late • >55 years of age
1 • I usually aaka the decision
2 • Soasnns else salias the decision
3 • Joint decision
4 • Don't knou
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the course of time. As the farm becomes more mechanized, labor requirements
decrease, and thus the womans' role decreases as well.
Crop related tasks (#1-5) show mixed results when regular and occasional
duties are combined. Doing field work without machinery, doing field work with
machinery and harvesting all showed increases moving from the early stage to
the middle stage and decreases when moving from the middle stage to the later
stage.
The support related fam tasks (#11 - 14) also showed mixed results.
Farm book keeping was highest in the early stage and less in the middle and
later stages. This may be due to the educational levels of women entering
farming and ranching. This may also account for why she is performing more of
the book keeping tasks.
Farm decision making is strongly a combined effort between the husband
and wife. This is evident in each stage of the lifecycle. There is an increase
in "someone else" making the decision in areas 5 through 10 as one moves
through the lifecycle. This may be due to a shifting of responsibilities to a
professional (marketing, livestock, crop, etc.) during the middle years of the
lifecycle and to the next generation during the later years of the lifecycle.
Tables 17 and 18 svimmarize the farm task participation and decision
making styles based on the size of the operation. The size of the operation is
based on gross farm income. A small operation is defined as having a gross
farm income of less than 50,000 dollars. A medium size operation has a gross
farm income between 50,000 to 250,000 dollars and a large size operation is
defined as having a gross farm income of greater than 250,000 dollars.
There is no indication that size has a negative impact on the level of
participation in farm related tasks. In the livestock related tasks, there is
Table 17 On farm task participation based on the size of operation*, in percentages.
1. Plowing, disking, cultivst-
2. Appiyino crop chCTiieait
3. Haking fsns cquipMnt
repairs
thcut •acninery
5. Harvesting, including truck
driving
6. Taking care of fans anieals
livestock
Milkl
9. AniMl health care, inelud
vaccinating, etc.
10. Caring for aiiaala during
11. Rimi fans errands
12. harketing proAxts
13. tookkaeping, aaintaining
records- oavino bills
^^ta^ [n baaed STttoie'ISividJali responding to the .gieation.
U..S>»erviaino hired labor
Soureer^l^aBnBBfnSKBy
Percantagaa ara s on thP
•see Table 18 footnote (a) for site of operation definition.
1 • Regular duty
2 • Occasional duty
3 • Hevor done
4 • Not dona on the operation
Size of Operation
Median
Table 18 Decision making style based on the-size of operation*, in percentages.
Small
Size of Operation
Hedius Larae
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2 13 SO 5 1 7 91 1
0 33 67 0
2 19 76 3 1 15 84 0
0 38 62 0
2 26 68 4 1 24 74
1 0 43 57
2 35 54 10 1 28 67
4 5 52 43
2 36 54 7 0 30 69
1 0 43 57
2 46 48 4 2 48 50 1
0 60 40 0
2 45 43 9 0 42 55 3
0 60 40 0
4 15 75 5 3 11 86 1
0 33 67 0
6 26 57 11 3 33 61
28 67 0
10. Borrow smey 5 12
80 3 2 20 77 1 ' 30 65 0
Source: SO Fans Uoawi survey, iwu
Percantagea are bsaad on those individjols responding to the question.
*Size of operation is based on gross far* income:
Saall • gross fara income < SSO.OOO .
Nediia • gross fara inccam between $50,000 and $250,000
Large « gross fans ineoaie > $250,000
1 a I usually aake the decision
2 • Tiaanns else aakes the decision
3 • -Joint decision
4 « Don't know
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an increase in participation when regular duty and occasional duty are
combined, in "caring for farm animals", "feeding livestock" and "animal health
care" moving from a small to a medium operation. Only "caring for animals
during pigging, lambing, etc." shows a peak in medium size operations,
compared to small and large. None of the crop, livestock or support related
tasks shows a continual decrease, when regular duty and occasional duty are
combined, as the size of the operation increases.
The majority of farm decisions are made jointly in each size category.
This trend is highest in medium size operation. Where all categories are
higher compared to small operations. This may be due to specialization of
labor on the operation and the need for additional input when making a farm
decision. There is an increase in "someone else" making the decision for large
operations. Large operations would include family held corporations, and thus
decision making is often left to stock holders. There may also be a greater
need to seek the advice of a professional when considering a change in feeding
styles, financing the operation, soil sampling, etc. Women on large operations
are highly involved, in "future plans for the operation", "seeking new
information", "borrowing money" and "buying and renting land".
Women's participation in farm tasks and decision making is not
negatively related to size of the operation. Women continue to be consulted on
farm decisions and participate in farm-related tasks.
Barriers To Participation
Women were asked on the survey to indicate reasons why they felt that
their participation was limited on their operation. These responses were hand
written by the respondents on the back of the survey. These responses were
grouped into technology related, business related, society related and family
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related. This section will briefly svumnarize those connnents.
Several women indicated that family members limited the amount of time
they spent participating in farm tasks and decision making. Some of these
reasons were due to their role as a housekeeper, cook and child care provider.
Listed below are direct quotes from the survey.
"I need more cooperation among a77 of us to get inside and yard work
completed as well as meals prepared. Right now, it all still seems to
fall on my shoulders although my children are old enough to help".
"I need more acceptance by other family members. Uomen on this operation
are not readily accepted as equal laborers by my in-laws".
"I wish it was acceptable (by other family members) for me to learn how
to run the machinery. I don't feel that I am strong enough to do the
animal chores I do and would feel it might be easier for me to drive a
tractor".
"I would help outside more if someone would come inside and help out
with small children."
The women also indicated that their perceived role in society also limited
their participation in farm tasks and decision making. Some of these reasons
related to their contact with government agencies, other reasons were related to
the type of education they receiyed early in their lives.
"I have a hard time dealing with government agencies (USDA, ASCS, SCS)
and feel that they discriminate against women".
"At a time when I wanted to learn more about agriculture, it wasn't
acceptable for a woman to take agricultural classes. Maybe if I had
gotten the opportunity I would be participating more."
"More recognition and respect for farm women by society".
Women indicated that their current form of business organization limited
their participation. Some of these reasons were related to the size of the
operation and the numbers of family members participating in the decision making
process.
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^at/»er-5o/j partnership and this limits my
and myself". ' creates problems, at times, between my husband
"oDeUtYJ'n°'̂ yVVl. Participation and our progress on the
operation'and thil mlkeTTt TiffUuTt^! '̂̂ ^^
There have been changes in technology and the lack of educational
opportunities that have limited the woman's role on the operation. The role as an
off-fam, employee also places some constraints on the level of participation in
farm tasks.
iZole"-"' ' "'"^O K'yc «re tim to be
pritK%les''*etT. 9inri'̂ *t'̂ nug^^ mrketing
more fully." classes might help me to participate
'1 need mre educetienel eppertunities so thet I cen be «re infomed.'
Ih. women Indicated that there were components of the family, society,
agricultural technology, and the business organization that limited their
participation in farm tasks and decision maHrsrw e x- n_no aecision making. Some of their comments indicate
that the woman's perceived role (and the families perceived role of her) as a
housekeeper, child care provider and cook place time constraints on her level of
participation. The numbers of family members involved In decision making, often
tls.es, ezcludes her participation from the decision making process. The women also
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indicated the heed for further educational opportunities so that they might feel
better equipped to help in the decision making process.
SECTION TWO: RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section of the report summarizes the results of the research project.
Included in this section are recommendations for programming based on the results
of the project.
When the aggregate sample results were analyzed, it was found that women
participate highly in farm tasks that can be categorized as labor intensive tasks
which require more physical labor than mechanical labor compared to mechanically
intensive tasks. These tasks included performing field work without machinery,
caring for farm animals, feeding livestock and animal health care. Women also
performed farm support related tasks such as running farm errands, marketing farm
products and farm book keeping. The respondents also indicated that performing
farm tasks did not relieve them from household related tasks such as cleaning,
cooking, caring for children, doing yard work and paying household bills.
Analysis of the data also indicated that women are highly involved in joint
decision making on their farm or ranch operation. The highest joint decision
making occurred in making land and equipment changes on the operation, when to
retire from farming, future plans for the operation, allocation of money to family
living and whether to borrow money.
The women were asked to indicate what they considered to be their role on
the operation. The majority of the respondents indicated that they considered
themselves to share equally in the work, responsibilities and decision making on *
all aspects of the farm or ranch operation.
The respondents were asked to indicate what they believed were barriers to
their participation on the farm or ranch. The responses were grouped into
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technology related, business related, societal related and family related. The
respondents indicated that the family's perception of her role as a housekeeper,
cook and child care provider inhibited fuller participation. The respondents
indicated that society's view of the role of women created barriers when they
dealt with government agencies and took non-traditional classes at school (or were
not permitted to take those classes). Changes in technology and the farm business
also have created barriers to participation. These barriers included lack of
access to educational opportunities to upgrade their skills, off-farm employment,
and an increase in the complexity of farm financial management.
Almost half of the women responding to the survey indicated that they were
currently employed off the farm. In general, there was a shifting of farm task
duties from regular to occasional duties. It was found, however, that there was an
increase in participation in some livestock related tasks among women working off
the farm compared to women not working off the farm. The respondents also
indicated that their employment status did not inhibit their participation in farm
decision making.
When the types of business organlzetions were analyzed, there were mixed
results when occasional and regular duties were combined. The type of business
organization did not affect the level of participation in performing field work
with machinery but did affect performing fieldwork without machinery. There was a
decrease in performing livestock chores on partnership organizations compared to
single proprietorship or corporation. In addition women were highly involved in
farm book keeping in all types of business organizations.
When different geographic regions of South Dakota were analyzed, there were
differences in participation in farm tasks due mainly to the types of production
enterprises in different afeas of the state. There is higher participation in
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livestock related tasks in western South Dakota compared to eastern. In contrast,
there occurs a higher participation in performing field work without machinery in
eastern South Dakota compared to the other two regions. When decision making
styles were analyzed, it was found that women residing in western South Dakota
responded that they usually made the decision more often than women living in
eastern or central South Dakota.
When types of enterprises, crop or livestock, were compared, women
participated more iii livestock related tasks compared to crop related tasks. In
mixed operations (operations that had both crops and livestock), women indicated
they participated more.in milking cows and supervising hired labor compared to the
other two categories.
When stage in the lifecycle were compared, it was found that there was a
difference among the respondents. Participation in livestock related tasks and
farm book keeping is highest in the early stage compared to the middle or later
stages of the lifecycle. Stage in the lifecycle did not have an effect on the
level of participation in decision making. Decision making remains a joint task
throughout the lifecycle.
There was no indication that size of operation had a negative impact on the
level of participation in farm related tasks. None of the crop, livestock or
support related tasks showed a continual decrease, when regular and occasional
duties were combined as the size of operation increased. The majority of the
decisions were made jointly but participation was highest in medivun size
operations.
When size of operation, types of production enterprises, geographical
location, off-farm employment status and stage in the lifecycle were analyzed,
there was some variation noted among each of the independent variables. Research
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discovered that women were highly involved, to some capacity, in farm task
participation. The data indicated that women participate highly in making
decisions that directly involve the farm or ranch operation.
Conclustons
The South Dakota Farm Women research project was needed to assess the
current needs of this portion of South Dakota's farm economy. The project built
upon the current understanding and sought to qualify those contributions.
Literature pointed to a growing awareness of the woman's role in the decision
making process as well as the overall management of the farm. This project
documents the role of South Dakota farm women, assesses some of the barriers to
P^'^bicipation and identifies current needs.
It can be concluded that South Dakota farm women are more actively involved
in the daily operation of the farm than was previously thought. The role of women
includes participation in farm tasks as well as the overall management of the
farming operation.
The percentage of women either currently employed or seeking off-farm
employment continues to increase. This increase is creating a strain for women
living on farms in South Dakota. Women are concerned about their multiple roles
and are looking for sources of information to better prepare them to fill those
roles.
The study points to a management "team" as opposed to a primary operator
approach to farm management. In the past, programming has been directed toward the
primary operator and has neglected half of the management team. By strengthening
the whole team, the farm will be better equipped to handle day-to-day problems.
It can be concluded that these programs need to be audience specific. The
data indicates that women need to be provided programs directed at their specific
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needs. Those needs include their role as a farm laborer, participant in farm
decision making, their role as a nurturer for the family, and their role as an
employee off the farm.
Wft r.ntnmendat ions
The 1990 South Dakota Farm Women study was the first study in South Dakota
that was devoted to understanding the role of women in farm task participation and
decision making. The study has provided a basis from which future studies can be
conducted in the area of family farming. The project has shown that there is a
need for further research as well as a need for programming directed at this
specialized audience.
The data and personal interviews have shown that women currently living on
farms and ranches in South Dakota need educational opportunities to enhance their
role on the farm or ranch. Educational opportunities should provide infomation on
family and farm management and off-farm employment opportunities.
Family management educational opportunities should include family
communication, intergenerational family farming, and managing a family business.
Farm management educational opportunities should include farm financial
management, marketing, book keeping, and animal husbandry. With a large
p0j-0g^^age of women working off the farm there also is a need for educational
opportunities to enhance their marketability as an employee.
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